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"virtuous chamber jazz 
mus ic w i thou t the 
bragging but instead 
with true treasures of 
d re a m f u l a n d l y r i c a l 
music“. 


These are the words journalist Eric 
Steiner uses to describe the music of the 
Stefan Aeby Trio.


With the perfect match of Michael Stulz on 
drums and André Pousaz on bass, Stefan 
Aeby`s piano playing and composing have 
found a new tonal dimension with a strong 
personal sound spectrum as well as a real 
touching and intimate band sound. The 
sensitive interaction between them does not 
involve eccentric, solo-dominated freestyling; 
it is based on the democratic principle of res- 
traint for the common good. To this end, the 
three musicians are equipped with a precise 

sense for where the communal body of filig- 
ree sound might head next, thanks to working 
for years in a variety of various musical 
contexts.


The trio has no parametric equation, no 
rhythmic or harmonic concept; they follow a 
free vision of minimal sound art, leaving space 
and time to react to each other, and to revel in 
the sounds. This conscious, restrained playing 
is a measure of the respect the three have for 
the band sound of united musicians. (from: 
Florian Keller, Linernotes of ‚to the light‘)


With their beguiling aural precision, 
they celebrate a refined, profound 
kind of music, a language of feelings 

aiming squarely and simply for a 
musical goal: to evoke true sensations 

powerfully and naturally. The necessary 
direct- ness and authenticity can be found 
in the three friends’ credo: just start to 
create a musical world from the moment, 
both intuitively and consciously, without 
wasting too many words on the idea. 


"Cultivated sound esthetics with a very 
personal face – one of the most promising 
projects, Switzerland has to offer at the 
time“ (jazzthing) 

Catchy, lyrical melodies are mixed with 
very colorful and r ich harmonies, 
harmonies which understand to surprise 
the listener each time and blend very well 
with the contemporary- music-scenes 
inspired grooves as well as the more 
rhythmical open parts. Electronics and 
prepared piano effects are  handled with 
consciously understated decorum. A long 
way from cheap effects, these extensions 
to the music are a discreet supplement. 
With a distinct flair for sweeping moods, 
introspective melancholy, wandering 
melodies and shades of timbre, in the 
largely languid tempi the musicians allow 
themselves plenty of time to open up a 
wide space for their broad musical 
interactions. The musical language is more 
nuanced, while the sound seems pared 
down, all eruptions minimized. The 
musicians are allowed ample free- dom to 
develop their own voice, which matters to 
each of them.  This conscious, restrained 
playing is a measure of the respect the 
three have for the band sound of united 
musicians. 
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"A piano trio that is swimming brave and 
successful against the stream of the 
common genres.“ (stereo)


"The compositions are uniformly excellent, 
filled with unexpected twists and turns 
with surprising harmonic choices." (david 
kane, cadence, ny)





The compositions are musical journeys, 
personal and intimate pieces which spell 
bound the listener without putting 
technical aspects into the foreground. 
Therefore this music content has a 
grasping urgency. The music of the trio is 
very unique with a lot of space left for their 
singular personalities to play with freedom 
and improvise. 


"Lyrical without sentimentality, groovy 
without losing spontaneity, souverne but 
without getting trapped in a routine the trio 
develops a touching band sound."


(leipziger zeitung)


„ Improvisat ion and f reedom meet 
structure, strength paired with joy meets 
serenity.  (hifistars, 12-2013)


„This Trio with a magical Bandsound is 
something very special!“  (jazzthing) 

After ‚are you…?‘ in 2010 on unit records, 
‚utopia‘ in 2013 on ozella records, ‚To the 
light‘ is the third album of stefan aeby trio 
and the debut on intakt records. the 
audiophile recording is signed daniel 
dettwiler from idee und klang studio, 
basel.


all compositions by stefan aeby (suisa), except nr. 8 by 
andré Pousaz (suisa). recorded on november 19 and 20, 
2015, at idee und klang studio, basel, by daniel dettwiler 
and benjamin gut. tracking by benjamin gut. Mixed and 
mastered by daniel dettwiler. liner notes: florian keller. 
Photo: stéphanie borcard and nicolas métraux. Cover 
art: romano p. riedo. graphic design: jonas schoder. 
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LIVE: 

24.9. 20h de romont

14.10. jazzklub altenburg

15.10. frau korte, erfurt

28.10. la spirale fribourg

23.11. bee-flat bern

26.11. nova jazz yverdon

21.12. jazz im seefeld zürich

13.1.17 jazzstation sierre

27.1.17 gambrinus, st. gallen

4.2.17 villingen schwingen

31.3.17 bad bonn

24.4.17 vortex, london
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